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Z-Tour as  benchmark
In the vast range of spring events the Z-Tour clearly functions as a springboard. 
For many riders it serves as a benchmark for the real start of the season, 
which explains why so many national coaches meet in Lanaken. For them the 
Z-Tour is the best possible point of reference. Christophe Vanderhasselt, for 
instance, scored well with Identity Vitseroel (Air Jordan Z) and was hauled 
in for the Belgian Team in Samorin. It will be their first Division I Nations 
Cup. Somebody else who stood out in Lanaken was Frederic Vernaet (Just A 
Gamble, Toulon), who cashed his first selection for a Nations Cup.

Aikido Z & Nicola Philippaerts

By: Kris Van Loo
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to the outdoor season. Gudrun Patteet clearly set about 
building up her goals, star by star. The three-star of 
Lanaken was a first, successful step. Next they were 
off to the four-star of Hagen and ended up in La Baule, 
where Gudrun took part in the French Division I Coupe 
des Nations as individual rider.
 

The list of riders and horses who commanded 
opportunities during the Z-Tour is long. ‘That´s because 
this competition can pass the test with the five-star, 
as conditions are similar’, various national coaches 
proclaim. Harrie Smolders (the number two of the 
world) and Pieter Devos came to train in Lanaken before 
setting off for the World Cup Finals. Samorin and Linz 
were the first Nations Cups after the Z-Tour and several 
riders were selected here at the Z-Tour. Many riders also 
used the Ratina Z arena for test rides with the eye on the 
Global Champions Tour of Shanghai. Former Belgian 
Champion Karel Cox discovered that Dublin van Overis 
Z (Darco), a Gerald Lenaerts breeding product, was 
ready and they concluded their GP with just one time-
fault. Constant Van Paesschen also came to Lanaken 
for a test run with Jilbert vh Ruytershof (Numero Uno) 
before heading out to Shanghai.
And then there were Gudrun Patteet and Sea Coast 
Pebbles Z (Picasso Z), last year´s winners of the five-star 
GP of Knokke Hippique. Gudrun and Pebbles triumphed 
in the last GP of the Z-Tour after a neat preparation 
phase. Their last indoor event was the World Cup of 
Bordeaux, after that they switched their complete focus 

Comeback of Ludger Beerbaum
The large events have to compete for great names, but in 
Lanaken they all showed up. Like Rolf-Göran Bengtsson 
who´s been a regular at the Z-Tour for years. Or Malin 
Baryard, who travelled to Lanaken with a truckload 
full of horses to gear up for the outdoor season. Marco 
Kutscher too paid Zangersheide a two-week visit. The 
biggest name however, was Ludger Beerbaum. For the 
first time in 37 years Ludger Beerbaum had come to 
Jumping Mechelen in December. Beerbaum was the great 
name on the posters of Jumping Mechelen and he won´t 
be quick to forget his stopover in the Nekkerhal. He was 
on  his way to a fault-free World Cup until after the 
last jump Chacon most unexpectedly and spontaneously 
cleared another jump. Ludger took a fall and broke his 
collar bone with multiple fractures. He chose Lanaken 
to resume  competing and twice made it into the jump-
off of the GP. ‘I´m in good hands’, Ludger laughs: ‘The 
surgeon who operated on me has come all the way here 
in his spare time to see how I´m faring. It was really 
good of him to show up here.’ And indeed how is Ludger 
faring? ‘I´ve put the rehabilitation period behind me now 
but when you´ve been out of practice for a few months 
the muscles need building up again. Riding is quite okay, 

even though I do feel it. During riding the shoulders are 
used intensively. Both literally and symbolically things 
are not yet going all that smoothly, although I´m pleased 
with what I have regained so far. It will all work out, I 
just have to give it some time.’
 
The breakthrough of Frederic Vernaet
The second GP of the Z-Tour went to France, thanks to 
Romain Potin and Impresario vd Heffinck (Diabeau x 
Cartier vd Heffinck). He was the first starter in the jump-
off and clocked an unassailable time. Only Frederic 
Vernaet and Just A Gamble (Toulon x Corofino) came 
anywhere near him. A strong performance by Vernaet, 
which emphasised that he is ready for his breakthrough in 
the sport. The GP was on Sunday but on Friday, Vernaet 
and Just A Gamble had already won the 1.50m ranking 
test. His second place in the GP plainly confirmed his 
form. The Belgian national coach Peter Weinberg was 
quick to spot this too. He added Vernaet and his jumping 
companion to the Nations Cup of Linz, which is the first 
time for Frederic Vernaet. So for Vernaet a dream came 
true in Lanaken: ‘I was hoping to get steady results at 
three- and maybe even four-star level this year so that 
I would ride myself in the picture for a Nations Cup, 

Sea Coast Pebbles Z - Gudrun Patteet

Impressario vd Heffinck - Romain Potin

Ludger Beerbaum
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Nadal T Z - Hans Dieter Dreher
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Koen Vereecke was on a roll in the Z-Tour, collecting 
many prizes. One of his most striking horses was 
Diadarco van Evendael Z (Diamant de Semilly x Darco), 
bred by Hendrik Opdecam. They triumphed in one test 
and had two second placings in 1.50m classes. Diadarco 
arrived in Vereecke´s yard when he was six. ‘I remember 
that he had a really good jump but wasn´t that easy, 
merely because of his inexperience. When Diadarco was 
seven I took my time to slowly build him up to one-star 
level. A year later we added another star. Now that he´s 
nine he is ready for the three-star work. I´m working to 
get him established at that level this season’, Vereecke 
explains. That sounds as if Diadarco hasn´t proved 
himself enough yet? In Gent he won the three main 
classes on all three days, and that included the GP. In 
Lanaken he had three podium places. ‘Diadarco is a very 
competitive horse. There´s no way I can motivate him 
at home, he absolutely loathes training and practising. 
It´s only when he enters the arena that he becomes 
super motivated. He has indeed proved and won a lot 

later in the year. But it seems the Z-Tour was convincing 
enough, Vernaet beams, who stands out in the ring with 
a horse older than seven, how´s that? He smiles: ‘I´ve 
been on Luc Tilleman´s payroll for ten years now and 
the horses always get sold on before they break through. 
Luc has made an exception for Just A Gamble. ‘Luc 
bought her as a foal, she´s from a good pedigree which 
among others, also produced Eric Lamaze´s Houston. 
That´s why he´s keeping her. Now for the sport and later 
for breeding.’
 
Christophe Vanderhasselt via Z-Tour to First 
Division I Nations Cup
The moral winner of the first week of the Z-Tour was 
Christophe Vanderhasselt. He came second in the GP, 
after Harrie Smolders, but for him it felt like a victory. 
In September Vanderhasselt and Identity Vitseroel (Air 
Jordan Z) had already caught the eye at the BC but they 
just missed the podium.
In Mechelen she also came fourth in the five-star 

GP. In Lanaken the pair kept their form and that 
produced a ticket for a CSIO 5*. Michel Vanderhasselt, 
Christophe´s father, is the man who bred Identity. He 
smiles, remembering: ‘It was in the early days of ET and 
my wife didn´t believe in it. She thought that ET horses 
would somehow be inferior. So in an unseen moment I 
had my mares flushed just once and we hit the jackpot 
at the first go. I´m happy it worked out so well’, Michel 
smiles. Identity is a daughter out of Wariska de la Falize 
(Darco), who at some point had made it to Reserve 
World Champion of the 6-year-olds in Zangersheide 
with Christophe in the saddle.
 
Harrie Smolders continues victory march
Harrie Smolders came to Lanaken to keep in shape 
and once again, couldn´t resist winning. This time with 
Cas who up till now had to play second fiddle to the 
bigger aces. ‘Cas has already achieved a few nice things 
and recently reached the jump-off of the five-star GP in 
Paris. But Cas still has to learn a lot about how the game 

works. So the Z-Tour is the ideal preparation to get into 
the rhythm because he is coming to New York with me.’ 
In the Z-Tour Harrie also appeared at the start with Don 
VHP Z, the Reserve European Champion and winner of 
the GCT and the finals of the Nations Cup. And not to 
forget, Don VHP Z is also the winner of the Z-Ranking. 
For three days he effortlessly jumped clean rounds in the 
side classes. 
 
Striking new talent
We have seen a lot of horses getting ready for the 
real challenges. But there were also loads of emerging 
talents, such as Denver de Liebrie Z (Diamant de Semilly 
x Zandor Z) who is jointly owned by breeder Lieven 
Bruyneel and Jos Lansink. Stable rider Frank Schuttert 
demonstrated Denver´s talent, certainly a combination 
to keep an eye on. The same can be said for Zantana Z 
(Zandor Z), who´s just turned eight. He came third in 
a test in which Dominator 2000 Z ended in fifth place 
with Christian Ahlmann.

Identity Vitseroel - Christophe Vanderhasselt

Solid Gold Z - Christian AhlmannCas 2  - Harrie Smolders Diadarco Van Evendael Z - Koen VereeckeCaroline T Z - Christophe Vanderhasselt

Za Za Z & Angelique Rüsen
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this year even though he´s only nine, but I think it´s best 
to be prudent with young horses. In my view they´re 
still so young at that age.’ According to the experts on 
the sidelines Diadarco would never jump higher than 
1.40m, but today he is capable of winning at 1.50m 
level. There´s a grin on Koen Vereecke´s face: ‘It often 
works out that way with horses and self-proclaimed 
experts on the sidelines. What he´s accomplished so far 
is very promising and we´ll just take it from there.’ Is he 
going to jump the BC in the same arena in September? 
‘Maybe next year, I´m afraid now´s a year too soon. The 
Z-Tour has been a real test already and I´m quite chaffed 
with how he has performed here’, Vereecke concludes.  

Attoucha Hero Z & Alana Hero Z, most remarkable youngsters

Without doubt the most conspicuous sisters in 
Lanaken were Alana and Attoucha, both with the family 
name Hero Z, both sired by Aganix du Seigneur Z and 
both from the same dam, Gatoucha vh Roosakker 
(Diamant de Semilly). During the Z-Tour Alana Hero Z 
collected three third prizes and two second placings. 
Attoucha Hero  Z landed two wins, one second- and 
one third placing. Alana and Attoucha are competed by 

Melanie Gelin and come from Luc Henry´s breeding 
yard.
Lieven van Decraen bought the two mares from 
Henry when they were four. ‘Their jumping talent 
stood out right from the start and when I heard about 
their lineage I was instantly sold. I breed a few foals 
each year myself and with a pedigree like that you´ve 
hit gold. They are already proving all that in the arena.’
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Cristal Clear Z - Clement Boulanger

Champagne Pia Z - Laurine Thijs

Clintissima Van Spalbeek Z - Marit Haar Skollerud


